**ISAF Nominated Experts for Technical Course for Coaches**

IKA to Propose ISAF Nominated Experts - Regulation 6.3.3

A submission from the International Kiteboarding Association

**Purpose or Objective**

To allow classes to propose applicant nominations for “ISAF nominated expert” status

**Proposal**

To allow ISAF Classes to be able to propose individuals for the status of “ISAF Nominated Expert” in line with the Terms of Reference of the Development and Youth Committee – 6.3.3 (a).

**Current Position**

Only MNAs can endorse applications for consideration as ‘ISAF Nominated Expert” from ‘ISAF Recognized’ National Training Programmes.

**Reason**

With the ISAF classes working closely with their national member associations and a number of MNAs not yet having ‘Recognized’ National Training Programmes, the absence of Coaches that are working in these programmes should not stop suitable individuals applying for the ‘ISAF nominated expert’ status if supported by an ISAF Class Association. Current guidelines for the Development and Youth Committee appointments of these ‘nominated experts’ only allow for these individuals to be from ‘ISAF Recognized’ MNAs and this is limiting the potential number and scope of these important personnel.